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Anchors Aweigh
ANZAC Day 2019
The ANZAC March really was a case of (Age shall
weary them) we only managed eight all up, however
there were another six at the service, three of which were
actually in the March but in buggies. The crowds were
just as large as last year and the common theme that was
shouted at us was “Thank-you”.
Those of us in buggies handed out hundreds of hand held
Aussie Flags to the children in the crowds, they loved it,
so did the Veterans handing them out. As the Marching
lads entered the park they, as usual, were ushered to the
right where all the children were gathered, but I managed
to grab them and got them seats in a row that had
RESERVED on it, I thought in typical Merchant Navy
fashion, they were reserved for us, but nobody
questioned us.
The service took about an hour and to their credit the
three young ladies from the local schools spoke most
eloquently about the suffering and the future. The
religious part of the service was conducted by our Padre
John Reid, who seems to have done it forever. During the
laying of the wreaths the Piper played a lament, the
bugler Malcolm Wood who also officiated at our
Monument Dedication gave a beautiful rendition of the
Last Post followed by Rouse, then a hundred strong
children’s choir sang the New Zealand Anthem followed
by the Australian, despite them so young they could
hardly be seen, they were acclaimed by a very generous
applause.

Brian Hunt

Much to their relief the four soldiers and their Sergeant
who had stood to attention (Catafalque party) during the
whole service were stood down and marched away, to
Walter Backhouse
also a very generous applause for their discipline. The
weather had stayed fine although at one stage there was a
very brief fine shower, much cooler than previous years, thank goodness. We were lucky in one regard that the
RSL have misplaced the banner they had which said MERCHANT NAVY 1939 - 1945 it belonged to the RSL, the
luck being we didn’t have the marchers to handle it. This
year only a few of the lads went to the lunch in the RSL, I
personally gathered all the flags and banner from Will and
Osk Lowe who had rolled and looked after them during the
service. I then as a dutiful lousy husband went home to see
how Eileen was after her hip replacement operation.
Brian Hunt, President
Many more pics on our web page
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Brian Stevenson with Great Grandson Blake. Brian’s medals
are National Service medals plus right lapel and around his neck are
from his Grandfather, from the Boer War.

Standing behind Brian is Grandson Luke (Blake’s Father) with two
rows of medals. Bottom row is from WW2 - 2nd Forth Australian
Army belonging to an uncle. Top row WW2 in the Pacific, another
uncle.

T S Vindicatrix Anniversary - 80 years on…..
The boys though now in their 70 upwards have a common
bond of having served on the “TS Vindicatrix”. A training
ship that trained over 70,000 (Vindi) boys from 1939 to 1966
in the craft of seamanship and catering for the British
Merchant Navy, a then pre-requisite to join. The school was
run under very strict discipline and very harsh conditions in a
canal cutting on the River Severn at Sharpness, an extremely
bleak place during winter. A place now of tranquil beauty
with just the quiet noise of the river, wind and nature filling
the void, along with weekend sailors.
The training ship “TS Vindicatrix” has had a long history,
being built in Glasgow in 1893 as the “Arranmore” for
Thompson, Dickie & Co. (Maiden City Line). She was a three
masted, square rigged and built of iron and steel without an engine other than a boiler to run steam driven winches.
In 1910 the Arranmore was sold to the Germans and renamed the “Waltraute”. In 1914 a boiler/generator and
electric lights were fitted as well as two extra decks provided from cargo hold areas. Covering her original deck
making for a large enclosed area, which could be used for many purposes, made another deck (later to become the
Vindi boys mess deck). In 1919 she was surrendered at the end of WW1, the British Shipping Federation acquired
her and was again renamed this time as the “Vindicatrix”.
80 years ago on the 12 June 1939 she was towed to Sharpness on the River Severn and commissioned as the
National Sea Training School for merchant seamen, a school that turned boys into men in a very short period of
time. Though progress was slow, the school was built up with hut accommodation and other camp facilities for
young trainees who came from all corners of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales. As the dark clouds of war
covered England one of the first Vindi lads to train there was Bill Gould a past SEQ member who for years was
universally acclaimed as the oldest living Vindi Boy
The TS Vindicatrix was but a hulk with the masts cut down and cockroach infested, making for many jokes about
the extra protein in the food of which there seemed very little. On the 12th January 1967 she was unceremoniously
towed to her final resting ground, the ship wreckers at Newport (Gwent). After a historic 74 years and surviving
several mishaps she was no more. But she’s not forgotten as the Vindicatrix Associations around the world attest.
Yet though her spendour may have ceased to be
She played her sovereign part in making me.
(John Masefield)

Jean Rouhan
1927 - 2019
Jean Rouhan passed away after a stroke in mid-April,
she was 91 and had survived “white beret hero” Len by
just over two years, Jean attended a lot of our socials if
a lift could be found.
Brian & Eileen Hunt were the only members who
managed to attend her cremation at Mt Gravatt and
were warmly thanked by her children Michelle, Shaun
and Kerri, for our Club’s support.
Rest in Peace Princess
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AHS Centaur Day
Despite a slightly overcast day the weather remained fine for the whole
service to commemorate the sinking of the Australian Hospital Ship
Centaur which was attacked and sunk by a Japanese submarine off the
North Stradbroke Island, Australia, on 14 May 1943. Of the 332 Doctors,
nurses and merchant mariners aboard 268 died including 63 of the 65
army personnel.
An atrocious attack on a hospital ship with Red Cross markings. The
incident resulted in public outrage as attacking a hospital ship is
considered a war crime under the 1907 Hague Convention. Protests were
made by the Australian and British governments to Japan and efforts were
made to discover the people responsible so they could be tried at a war
crimes tribunal. In the 1970s the probable identity of the attacking
submarine, I-177, became public. The wreck of Centaur was found on 20
December 2009
The children of which amounted to just over 500 from the Centaur Public
School at Banora Point, Tweed Heads conducted the Service and the
school choir as usual were magnificent. Warren Keats laid a wreath on
behalf of the Centaur Association and Brian Hunt for our Merchant Navy
association, there were three members of our association who attended,
the other being Alan McKenzie. We raised the flags on our Monument to half-mast at the beginning of the service
then to full mast after the Ode. We were then served tea and tab nabs by the children and staff at the conclusion and
Warren Keats received special attention from an admirer….

Lest we Forget
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Social BBQ
Our first Social of the year was a BBQ at Tumbulgum on the Tweed River
an idyllic spot, chosen I think by the lads as it was directly opposite the
Pub. The weather was magnificent despite an early breeze, the weather
held the whole time, there was a Plan B in place should it rain to go up
river to the next village and descend on the Condong Bowls, they always
welcome us.
Altogether 23 attended and there were frequent visits to a cafe and the pub
opposite all facilities catered for, minute steaks chicken rissoles and
onions were cooked by some very willing volunteers in Terry Docker &
Mathew Wilson, our biggest difficulty was getting the BBQ’s to work, as
they were child proofed, being open to the Public, but being Vindi boys
we worked it out.
Catering for all needs there was only a little salad left in the end, the
general consensus was an overwhelming success and to be repeated in the
very near future. Only voice of dissent was from Marilyn Gould who said
it meant she had to get out of bed at 4am to catch the first ferry to the mainland at 6am, then a train and a bus to
Tweed Heads RSL more often as she wouldn’t miss the next one (Marilyn lives on Macleay Island in Moreton Bay,
Brisbane).
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Anzac Bell brought to life at VEEM
Perth’s newest addition, a 6.5 tonne bell to be installed into the
Perth Bell Tower to mark the centenary of ANZAC has become a
reality this month with VEEM Ltd recently completing a successful
casting pour.
VEEM was heavily involved in bringing the Anzac Bell to life,
from working with designers to develop 3-D printing to show the
giant frieze through to test castings of decorative elements. Even
though the final tuned weight will be approximately 6.5 tonnes, a
total of ten tonnes of liquid bronze (80% copper & 20% tin) was
needed to properly cast the ANZAC Memorial bell, which was
undertaken on the 3rd of August.
Representatives from the Bell Tower, the Minister for Culture and
the Arts, and the MP for Jandakot were present at the pour as well
as the RSL and the Royal Australian Navy, as the senior service of
the Australian Defence Forces.
The Anzac Bell is the first of its sort to be cast in Australia and it
will be the largest swinging bell in the Southern Hemisphere. It is
expected to last over 500 years and would be a lasting legacy to
acknowledge the Anzac centenary.
The Perth Bell Tower is currently home to 17 bells which are made
up of 12 bells from St Martin-in-the-Fields and 5 bells from the
London diocese of the Church of England. These bells were gifted
to Western Australia as part of the nations bicentennial celebrations in 1988.

A Chart is More Than a Map

No Change on this Ship

A nautical chart represents hydrographic data,
providing very detailed information on water depths,
shoreline, tide predictions, obstructions to navigation
such as rocks and shipwrecks and navigational aids.

Cruise ship passengers used to
tip workers in cash, but in recent
years most cruise lines have
begun adding gratuity charges
to passengers’ bills. Doing so
can
be
convenient
for
passengers, but the shift has been harmful for some
cruise ship workers.
Most cruise lines then distribute the gratuity charges
among a number of workers. Some, like laundry
workers who previously didn’t receive tips now receive
a share. On the other hand, others like room stewards
have seen their overall pay decrease since they now
receive less in tips than they used to.
However, some workers who began receiving a share
of the tips after the shift to automatic gratuity have seen
no change in their overall pay, since their basic salaries
have decreased by the amount they now receive in
gratuity. In other words, it appears the employers, not
satisfied with crewing their ships with the cheapest
labour they can find, are subsidising those peoples’
wages from tips.

The term “map” on the other hand emphasizes
landforms and encompasses various geographic and
cartographic products. Some examples of maps might
be road maps, atlases or city plans. A map usually
represents topographical information.

Hundreds of cruise ship employees have been spoken
too both before and after cruise lines moved toward
automatic gratuity. It was discovered that workers who
received cash tips reported much lower tip-based
income than before, suggesting that the overall amount
of money spent by passengers on tips has decreased.
Crew members said they were making ‘x’ when they
were getting cash tips and are now making significantly
less than ‘x’ because they’ve gone to this new tipping
program.

A chart is used by mariners to plot courses through
open bodies of water as well as in highly trafficked
areas. Because of its critical importance in promoting
safe navigation, the nautical chart has a certain level of
legal standing and authority. A map, on the other hand,
is a reference guide showing predetermined routes like
roads and highways.
Nautical charts provide detailed information on hidden
dangers to navigation. Maps provide no information of
the condition of a road.
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Memories Old & New
I was a Vindi boy in March 1962 - R773853 and did some years on Cunard, Port Line, Blue Star and France

Fenwick then joined the Royal Australian Navy I ended up as a Naval Aircraft Mechanic then to a SAR Diver/
Winchman Aircrew then off to Vietnam in October 1969 and joined the Experimental Military Unit nicked named
the EMU’s This was a marriage of the RAN and the US Army’s 135th Assault Helicopter Company I spent 12
months in that company and ran the Prop & Rotor Shop and the recovery team That is when no one else was
available. I came home in October 1970 after moving down to DongTam on the Mekong 100 klicks south of Saigon
Not a nice place!

The article below is of the man who was my 2IC and a great man to have, I have some great memories of the British
Merchant Navy including the mass of Russian missile and US Navy’s ships going around Cuba in early 1963 I had
NO idea of how noisy the planet earth was about to get. It didn’t thank goodness, but I seemed to get into a bigger
bun fight in Vietnam.
David Benge, SEQ member

Get the Bloody
Job Done’
A er involved process, Lewiston Vietnam
War veteran Paul Kornoely to be honored
posthumously by Australian military
By JOEL MILLS of the Tribune
A chance mee ng aboard a Lake Tahoe
cruise boat last year will bring a
posthumous decora on to a Lewiston
Vietnam War veteran. David Benge of
Newcastle, Australia, was at the scenic
lake in the Sierra Nevada for the annual
gathering of the Vietnam Helicopter Crew
Members Associa on when fellow
member Jerry Kriegel sat next to him
during the cruise.
When Benge found out that Kriegel lives in
Lewiston, it unleashed a ﬂood of
memories about a long‐deceased but
much‐admired Lewiston resident who
served by Benge’s side during the war.
“Paul came in April or May of 1970,”
Benge said of Paul Kornoely, who died at
the age of 33 on Christmas Eve, 1982, in a
Snake River boa ng accident. “It was like a
breath of fresh air.”Kornoely arrived in
Dong Tam near the Mekong Delta as a
helicopter maintenance man with the U.S.
Army’s 135th Assault Helicopter Company,
which worked ghtly with Benge’s helicopter group from the Royal Australian Navy. Together, they formed the
Experimental Military Unit, or EMU.
At the me, the unit was the only “completely integrated mul na onal helicopter company ﬁgh ng in Vietnam,”
according to the company’s 1970 yearbook. The EMU’s mo o was “Get the Bloody Job Done,” and Benge said
Kornoely excelled at just that. “He could do anything, and we didn’t even have to ask him,” said Benge, a search‐
and‐rescue diver who ran the unit’s helicopter maintenance. “I could leave him with a pile of work, and when I got
back it would be done. He was an all‐around terriﬁc bloke.”
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Benge ﬁnished his tour in Vietnam in October of 1970, and Kornoely faded from his memory. But years later, a
perusal of pictures from his days in the Southeast Asian jungles reminded Benge of his able friend. The problem
was, he’d completely forgo en the name of Kornoely’s li le western hometown. “It took me forever to remember
where the hell he came from,” Benge said.
Benge is a history buﬀ, however, and Lewiston popped back into his head while he was reading up on Lewis and
Clark and the Corps of Discovery. The hunt to ﬁnd Kornoely was on, but Benge eventually found out it was too late.
His old friend was dead. Kornoely came back into his life, however, on that fortuitous day on a Lake Tahoe paddle‐
wheeler. Benge asked Kriegel to ﬁnd Kornoely’s grave so he could have some ﬂowers placed, and Kriegel happily
complied. Benge even wanted to pay for the bouquet, and Kriegel tried to decline. “Darn Dave, he went ahead and
sent me $50,” Kriegel, 72, said with a laugh.
The ﬂowers were a nice gesture, but Benge decided to take his respect for Kornoely to a diﬀerent level. Members
of the EMU had recently been awarded Australia’s Unit Cita on for Gallantry, the highest military honor that can
be given to an en re unit. The award included all U.S. Army personnel who served in the 135th. But the Australian
military requires oﬃcial discharge papers to prove that a service member was part of the unit. And those are only
available to immediate rela ves of deceased veterans, leaving Benge at a loss.
He enlisted his new friend from Lewiston in an eﬀort
to ﬁnd Kornoely’s next of kin. “Jerry turned out to be
my best mate on this par cular project,” Benge said
of Kriegel, a member of the 173rd Assault Helicopter
Company. “Jerry changed my opinion of humanity.
But with the passage of so many years since
Kornoely’s death, Kriegel came up empty. So they
decided to ask the Lewiston Tribune for help ﬁnding
a member of Kornoely’s family willing to request
Kornoely’s discharge papers. The newspaper was
able to track down Kornoely’s widow, Rhonda Rose,
who s ll lives in Lewiston. Rose remarried a er
Kornoely’s death, however, and the military no
longer considers her his next of kin. But Rose knew
how to contact Kornoely’s son from an earlier
marriage, and reached out to him for help. Jeremy
Kornoely was 5 when his father died, so the request
took him by surprise. But he was more than willing
to help.

Dave Benge last day in
the Royal Australian
Navy (right hand side
back row.) Dec 1976

“It’s impressive to me that somebody s ll has that
kind of admira on for my father,” said Jeremy Kornoely, a 43 year‐old medical lab scien st at a Boise hospital. “So
it’s really, really neat. I don’t know how else to explain it, but I’m excited for it.” Jeremy Kornoely promptly
requested his father’s service records from the Na onal Archives, but also learned the process could take up to 90
days. That meant the records might not arrive in me for an April 25 ceremony to commemorate Anzac Day — the
equivalent of Memorial Day in Australia and New Zealand — at Fort Rucker in Alabama. Other members of the
135th will gather to receive the Unit Cita on for Gallantry at the ceremony. Jeremy Kornoely, Benge and Kriegel
were keeping their ﬁngers crossed that Paul Kornoely could be among those honored. But Jeremy Kornoely was in
for another pleasant surprise. Archives oﬃcials emailed him the required records in a ma er of days, not months,
and he forwarded them to Benge in Australia. Benge quickly passed them along to the proper authori es in the
Royal Australian Navy.
Benge said he was no ﬁed Friday of one discrepancy on Kornoely’s discharge papers that may delay the award: the
lack of the dates he served in‐country with the EMUs and the 135th Assault Helicopter Company. “But the fact is
we know Paul was with the 135th AHC,” Benge said in an email Friday. “I’m hoping that this is good enough for the
approval. Apparently there are a few (applica ons) with the same missing details. Apart from that, it’s all go.”
Whenever the award comes, Jeremy Kornoely said he will place it at his father’s marker at Lewis‐Clark Memorial
Gardens in the Lewiston Orchards, “I think of my father all the me,” he said. “But it’s neat to know that people
out there s ll think of him. I don’t know many people who knew my dad very well, and knowing him in that kind of
situa on is a whole other ballgame. It’s neat to hear, and deﬁnitely brings back the memories I do have.”
***********
Editor:- Many thanks to David and Joel Mills for his technical assistance as well as writing this story. As a matter of
interest Lewiston is a city in the county seat of Nez Perce County, Idaho, United States.
Lake Tahoe is a large freshwater lake in the Sierra Nevada. It straddles the state line between California and Nevada,
west of Carson City. Lake Tahoe is the largest alpine lake and its depth makes it the second deepest in North
America.
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Long-lost shipwreck found off Victorian coast.

77 years after being torpedoed by Japanese submarine in WWII

By Carla Howarth
The wreckage of an Australian freight ship sunk by a
Japanese submarine during World War II has been
uncovered by archaeologists off the coast of Victoria.
The ore freighter SS Iron Crown sank within 60 seconds
in June 1942 after it was hit by a torpedo while
travelling through Bass Strait, killing 38 people.

The shipwreck was discovered by marine archaeologists
aboard CSIRO research vessel RV Investigator, using
sonar equipment and a special drop camera. Maritime
archaeologist at Heritage Victoria Peter Harvey said he
hoped the discovery would bring closure to the families
of the seamen who died. “The ship is in a really good
state of preservation, although I’m pretty sure the stern
of it, where it was hit by the torpedo, was pretty broken up,” he said. “The archaeology of these sites enables us to
finally find out what happened and why it happened. It tells us the human story of the wreck.”
SS Iron Crown was a 100-metre-long freighter that was chartered by BHP to transport ore from Whyalla in South
Australia to Newcastle in New South Wales. There were 43 crew from the Australian Merchant Navy on board, but
only five sailors survived.
According to the Heritage Council of Victoria, the survivors managed to grab lifejackets, jump clear of the ship and
cling to wreckage until they were rescued by SS Mulbera. “There were roughly 13 Japanese submarines operating on
the Australian coast around that time that resulted in quite a number of casualties that nobody really knew about
until well after the war,” Mr Harvey said. “The loss of 40 lives is a terrible thing in any measure, but I think if it had
been common knowledge at the time, I think Australians would’ve been quite alarmed. I don’t think the majority of
the population was aware that there was so much enemy activity off the coast of south-eastern Australia.”
Voyage chief scientist Emily Jateff from the Australian National Maritime Museum said the shipwreck was found
100 kilometres off the Victorian coastline. “The wreck of Iron Crown appears to be relatively intact and the ship is
sitting upright on the seafloor in about 700 metres of water,” she said. “We have mapped the site and surrounding
sea floor using sonar, but have also taken a lot of close-up vision of the ship structure using a drop camera.”
Ms Jateff said it was an important discovery. “The fact that so many lives were lost was something that hit home
with all crew working on board the Investigator.” The finding has been reported to the Australian Government and a
memorial service will be planned for the site.
Tasmanian man George Fisher worked on the Iron Crown as a deck boy when he was 18, and was one of the five
survivors. He was the last surviving crew member before his death in 2012. In an interview with the War Film
Archive in 2003, Mr Fisher was asked whether the sinking of the Iron Crown haunted him. “No, not really,” he said.
“At times I get sort of upset when I sort of think of it. That’s a very sad part of my life, perhaps, one of the saddest.”
His partner Lorraine Silvester said she was emotional when she heard about the discovery. “George was so
passionate about having his shipmates remembered,” she said. “It’s a pity it wasn’t found before he died.”
Ms Silvester said Mr Fisher had been coming up from below deck when he heard a terrible explosion. “He grabbed
the life jacket and he was calling to all the others to get out, get out,” she said. “They knew the ship was going down.
He jumped overboard, and it was the life jacket that saved him.” Mr Fisher kept in touch with the other survivors,
including his close friend Bruce Miel from Adelaide. Before Mr Fisher died, he organised a plaque to be placed near
the cenotaph in Mallacoota in Victoria to honour his shipmates.

As Brian is having a lot of difficulty with his NBN phone, so if unable to contact him please use his mobile phone
0409 129 405.
Also we are running short of stamps, so if anybody has 60c Pension stamps spare, can they get them to us, if you
cannot afford to donate we will gladly purchase them.
A timely reminder the Annual fees will be due on June 30th, those not able to attend the meetings, please remit by
post to our Treasurer, Graham Moon, 67 The Quarterdeck, Tweed Heads, NSW 2485 or by bank remittance to
SEQ Vindicatrix & MN Mariners Assoc Inc. Bank Of Qld, A/C No 22049527, BSB 124077 (don’t forget to put
surname, or we won’t know who it’s from).
These members have already paid in advance, A Burrow, T Harben, A Squibb, R Kerr and J Larsen. Just a
reminder $5 Social , $10 full membership, per annum.
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SS Surrey 1919

Federal Steam Navigation Co Ltd, London
Torpedoed & sunk by U-Boat U68, 240 miles N of
Colon, Panama, on a voyage from New York to
Sydney NSW with a cargo of war materiel &
general
At 05.20 hours on 10 June 1942, U-boat-68 spotted
two steamers in a line northeast of the Panama
Canal and fired at 06.17 hours a spread of three
torpedoes at the first ship, scoring two hits on
Surrey which stopped but did not sink. At 06.20
hours, a torpedo was fired at the second ship, the
Ardenvohr, which sank within 8 minutes after being
hit.
The Germans then questioned the survivors from
both ships and fired at 07.04 hours a first coup de
grâce at Surrey that was a dud, but a second torpedo
at 07.22 hours hit aft and caused the ship to sink by
the stern. Shortly afterwards a crew member from Surrey was spotted alone, clinging to a buoy and was taken aboard
U-68, but about 20 minutes after the ship sank a heavy underwater detonation lifted the U-boat up and caused
temporary damage to the rudders, a battery, the periscope and the torpedo firing control. The very grateful man was
then placed aboard a lifeboat from Ardenvohr before the Germans left the area for repairs and to reload the torpedo
tubes. Ten crew members and two gunners from Surrey were lost. The master and 34 survivors were picked up by
Resolute and transferred to USS Edison, 20 survivors by Flora and the Panamanian steam merchant Potomac and
landed at Colon and Cristobal.

The Doldrums

Will Hydrogen Power
Shipping’s Shift to
Renewables?

The doldrums is a colloquial expression derived from
historical maritime usage, which refers to those parts of
the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean affected by a
low-pressure area around the equator where the
prevailing winds are calm. The doldrums are also noted
for long periods when the winds disappear altogether,
trapping sailing ships for periods of days or weeks. The
term appears to have arisen in the eighteenth century,
when trans-equator sailing voyages became more
common. Since this zone is where two trade winds
meet, it is also called the Inter-tropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ), sometimes referred to as the “itch.” They
roughly lie between latitudes 5° north and south.
In maritime usage, the low pressure characteristics of
the doldrums are caused by the expanding atmosphere
due to heating at the equator, which makes the air rise
and travel north and south high in the atmosphere, until
it subsides again in the horse latitudes. Some of that air
returns to the doldrums through the trade winds. This
process can lead to light or variable winds and more
severe weather, in the form of squalls, thunderstorms,
and hurricanes.

Hydrogen could fuel the way forward as the shipping
industry sets a goal to shift to renewables. Renewables
and alternative fuels are attracting increasing interest,
driven by greater environmental awareness, tighter
regulations and an industry-wide need to optimize
energy use and manage costs.
As a carbon-neutral fuel, hydrogen could be the key to
unlocking truly sustainable shipping. When produced
using electricity from renewables, such as wind, solar
or hydro power, it is effectively emissions-free. In its
liquid form, it can be used to charge batteries for
electrical propulsion via fuel cells, for example.
There are challenges, such as bunkering and
establishing infrastructure, demand will provide a
powerful incentive for industry to tackle these. It is
expected developments to move quickly, particularly in
China, flexibility is vital, therefore it is tailoring its
technology to ensure that shipping can make the
transition to clean energy in an easy, efficient and
future-proof manner. Fossil fuels will remain part of
the mix for the foreseeable future, but their role will
diminish,
Batteries will flourish, particularly for short sea, while
hybrid solutions will gain ground, delivering benefits
across the board. But there’s no “one size fits all
solution”, so it’s vital to remain open to new
approaches, fuel mixes and technology.
*********
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French line CMA CGM has ordered 50,000 Traxens

Memory Class

trackers to monitor a portion of its containers. CMA
CGM was the first investor in Traxens seven years ago,
helping bring the technology to the market.

There was this old couple who was
having trouble remembering things, so
they signed up for a memory course. The
course was wonderful. They went home
and told all of their relatives, friends and
neighbors about it. Some months later, a neighbor
approached the old man as he tended the garden.

The Traxens solution includes a connected tracker that
is attached to the container, making it possible to
monitor the container’s position, both at sea and on
land, the intensity of any shocks, opening and closing
of the doors and external temperature variations. CMA
CGM said clients could pay for this extra service to
help them monitor their goods while in transit.

“Say, Ed, what was the name of the instructor of that
memory course you liked so much?” the neighbor
asked.
“Well, it was...hmmm...let me think a minute,” Ed
pondered. “What’s the name of that flower, you know,
the one that smells so nice, but has thorns on the
stems?” “You mean a rose?” the neighbor said. “Yeah,
that’s it!” Ed said. Then shouting toward the house he
yelled, “Hey, Rose, what was the memory course
instructor’s name?”

Editor:- In the last newsletter it was stated that our 96
year old member Walter Backhouse was visited in the
Opal Aged Care nursing home, this was in error and
should have read Cypress Gardens Aged Care
nursing home. Many apologies…...
**********

Woodman Point memorial remembers the nightmare
of Spanish flu after World War I
By David Weber
As Australian soldiers returned from World
War I, a new nightmare confronted them - one
of the most deadly infectious diseases the
world has ever known. The Spanish influenza
emerged in its most fatal strain in 1918 and
went on to cause the deaths of at least 50
million people, with some estimates much
higher. In comparison, what was known as The
Great War caused the deaths of about 16
million people.
There are few commemorations to remember
the devastating pandemic. But at Woodman
Point, south of Perth WA, a quarantine station
has been restored to serve as a reminder of
Australian servicemen and nurses who died of
Spanish flu. Several died as a result of their
association with The Boonah, a vessel which
set out in 1918 with more than 1,000 troops destined for the war. But instead of facing enemy fire, they were
confronted by a new enemy they were virtually powerless to fight. By the time it arrived off Fremantle, more than
300 of the men on board had the flu and the vessel was not allowed to dock.
Spanish flu did not start in Spain, but was identified there. One theory is that the virus jumped from birds to pigs,
and then to humans at a medical and staging area at the French port town of Etaples in 1916. Another has it
originating in Kansas, USA, or coming from Asia.
What is certain is the military conflict helped spread the virus, as large numbers of people who had travelled
overseas became infected and brought the flu back to their home countries. This was the fate that befell the people
aboard The Boonah.
Jenni Carder, president of the Friends of Woodman Point, said it must have been heartbreaking for those on board to
come so close to home soil but still be kept apart from their families. “For the people on the ship, it must’ve been
very troublesome to actually see the lights of Fremantle and to know that there was family here waiting for them and
they couldn’t leave the ship,” she said. “Because the ship was in quarantine … they knew that there was every
chance that their family too might get Spanish influenza.”
Of those who made it to Woodman Point, 27 people from WA, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia
died. Three military nurses and a civilian nurse also succumbed to the disease. It was a distinct possibility that many
more would die because the quarantine station was quite small and for it suddenly to have nearly 400 very ill men
dumped on them was a huge burden.
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The Shanghai Sea
Step aboard the £600m cruise liner that’s longer than the QE2 and packed with Mahjong tables and karaoke
bars to tempt Chinese tourists to hit the high seas. Owners Costa Cruises believe Chinese tourism will hit 20m
a year by 2030
The cruise ship worth £600million has been launched to try to crack the Chinese tourism market, but it has no
sunbeds. It will be moored in Shanghai as its owners Costa Cruises believe the Chinese tourism trade will grow to
20million a year by 2030.
There are fewer sunbeds, because Chinese passengers
prefer to chat, snack and watch a show. ‘If nine out of
ten Europeans want to sunbathe on cruises, eight out of
ten Chinese don’t. The Chinese have gone from group
holidays focused on shopping to wanting to explore,
know local cultures and enrich themselves.
The owners Costa Cruises are tapping into the Chinese
tourism trade but have built the ship with a Venice
theme. It was stated: “It’s not like in the US, where
you go to a bar and show off to strangers. Here, you
will rent the room with family and friends.”
The 324-metre ship - which is around 30 metres longer
than the QE2 - will carry up to 5,260 passengers and
has a crew of 1,278. Unlike the QE2, its deck will be filled with shaded areas and armchairs, rather than sunbeds.
But the ship still has 11 karaoke rooms, 6 bars, 15 restaurants and tables laid for the popular Chinese game mahjong
for the ship’s mainly middle class passengers to enjoy.
The Costa Venezia will also feature a hot pot restaurant for people to cook their own food in a communal pot of
stock. Despite it only sailing around Asia, the interior of the cruise has a Venice theme, including a theatre based on
the La Fenice opera house, the main atrium made to look like St Mark’s Square, a virtual reality tour of Venice and a
museum for Juventus Football C.
Carnival, the American owners of Costa Cruises, was the first to step into the Chinese market 13 years ago and they
have seen the market grow from zero in 2006 to 2.5million last year. After a falter last year, when China refused
cruises the right to dock in South Korea, there were still more than 140million Chinese tourists holidaying abroad.
It would be noted that China has 22,117 kilometres of borders with 14 different countries…… China’s population
stands at 1.418 billion, the largest of any country in the world.

RSV Nuyina
Nuyina is Australia’s upcoming Antarctic icebreaking
research and supply vessel (RSV), intended to support
Australian bases on that continent. The vessel can deploy
a wide range of vehicles, including helicopters, landing
barges and amphibious trucks to support the resupply
operation. The new ship will provide a modern platform
for marine science research in both sea ice and open water
with a large moon pool for launching and retrieving
sampling equipment and remotely operated vehicles.
The original concept was developed by the Danish engineering company Knud E Hansen, and the design and
construction is being managed by the Dutch Damen Group, which built the vessel in its Romania yard
Following contractual agreement on 28 April 2016 with DMS Maritime Pty Ltd (trading as Serco Defence) for
delivery, operation and maintenance, the ship’s design and construction was contracted to Damen Group. Design was
contracted to naval architects Knud E. Hansen of Denmark. The keel laying was in August 2017 at Damen’s Galați
shipyard in Romania. Coins from Denmark, Netherlands, Romania, and Australia, were welded to the keel as part of
the keel laying. As of March 2018, about 7,000 tons out of 10,000 had been cut and the base of the hull had been
completed. In September 2018 the hull was successfully floated in the building dock and taken to the outfitting quay.
On 29 September 2017, the name Nuyina was announced by the Minister for the Environment, Josh Frydenberg. The
name is the word in the palawa kani language of the Tasmanian Aborigines for the southern lights. The name was
suggested by school students in a competition, and is jointly attributed to students from St Virgil’s College in Hobart
and Secret Harbour Primary School near Perth, Western Australia. Nuyina is expected to arrive in its home port,
Hobart, in 2020, and make its first voyage to Antarctica for the 2020-21 summer season. It will be operated by Serco
Defence under the direction of the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) for the Australian Government.
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A young Arab boy asks his

Long ago, when sailing ships
ruled the waves, a captain and
his crew were in danger of
being boarded by a pirate ship.
As the crew became frantic,
the captain bellowed to his
First Mate, ‘Bring me my red shirt!’ The First Mate
quickly retrieved the captain’s red shirt, which the
captain put on and led the crew to battle the pirate
boarding party.

father “What is that strange
hat.” The father said “Why,
my son, it is a “chechia.” In
the desert it protects our heads
from the intense heat of the
sun.”

“And what is the long flowing robe you are wearing?”
asked the boy “Oh, my son!” exclaimed the father “It is
very simple. This is a “djbellah.” As I have told you, in
the desert it is not only very hot, but the sand is always
blowing, my djbellah protects the entire body.”

Although some casualties occurred among the crew, the
pirates were repelled. Later that day, the lookout
screamed that there were two pirate vessels sending
boarding parties. The crew cowered in fear, but the
captain, calm as ever, bellowed, ‘Bring me my red
shirt!’ Once again the battle was on. However, the
Captain and his crew repelled both boarding parties,
though this time more casualties occurred.

The son then asked: “But Father, what about those ugly
shoes you have on your feet?” “These are “babouches”
my son,” the father replied. “You must understand that
although the desert sands are very beautiful, they are
also extremely hot. These
babouches keep us from burning
our feet.” “So tell me then,”
added the boy. “Yes, my son.”
“Why are we living in
Melbourne and still wearing all
these desert clothes?”

Weary from the battles, the men sat around on deck that
night recounting the day’s occurrences when an ensign
looked to the Captain and asked, “Sir, why did you call
for your red shirt before the battle?” The Captain,
giving the ensign a look that only a captain can give,
exhorted, “If I am wounded in battle, the red shirt does
not show the wound and thus, you men will continue to
fight unafraid.”

A hopeful suitor dropped into a computer-dating
centre and registered his qualifications.

The men sat in silence marvelling at the courage of
such a man. As dawn came the next morning, the
lookout screamed that there were pirate ships, 10 of
them, all with boarding parties on their way. The men
became silent and looked to the Captain, their leader,
for his usual command. The Captain, calm as ever,
bellowed, “Bring me my brown pants!”

He wanted someone who enjoyed
swimming and water sports, liked
company, favoured formal attire, and
was petite.
The computer paired him with a
penguin…….

Harold says… I’ve often been asked, what do I do
now that I’m retired? Well I’m fortunate to have a
chemical engineering background and one of the things
I enjoy most is converting beer, wine and whiskey into
urine. It’s rewarding, uplifting, satisfying and fulfilling.
I do it every day and I really enjoy it…... Harold is an
inspiration to us all.

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
MN Poppy Badge

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$50.00 each
$20.00 each

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 0409 129 405
Preferably Email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
President, Brian Hunt BEM JP
241/2 Falcon Way
TWEED HEAD SOUTHNSW2486
Ph: 0409 129 405
Email: brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
Honorary Secretary, Narelle Standen
60 Simpson Drive
BILAMBIL HEIGHTS NSW 2486
Ph: 07 5590 7876
Email: narelle_standen@hotmail.com

Twin Towns RSL
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